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About This Game

ABOUT THE GAME

If you don’t believe in paranormal events, meet the people from White Hill.

It’s been years since all but the daughter in the Smiths’ family were found brutally murdered. The people of the town are getting
uneasy as more and more witnesses have spoken about seeing the silhouette of a little girl standing in the house. Rumors spread
that the silhouette has to be Ellen, the daughter of the Smith’s family, whose body was never found during the investigation of
the murders. 1 year later, James, a bright and eager investigator, has taken matters into his own hands to finally reveal the truth

of what happened that horrible night.
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Play as James, an intelligent detective who is trying to get to the bottom of the paranormal events happening in the
Smiths' Residence at White Hill.

Dive into an emotional and thrilling experience while solving puzzles and persisting through nerve-racking scenarios.

Listen to breath-taking soundtracks as you’re traversing through the unnerving residence of the Smiths' in a beautiful
pixel art style.

Enjoy the atmospheric storytelling as you unfold the mystery by completing all chapters.
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Title: Ellen
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Red Mount Media Intl, Antarsoft
Publisher:
Red Mount Media Intl
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher 64bits

Processor: 1.7 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260, ATI Radeon 4870 HD, or equivalent card with at least 512 MB VRAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Ok, this is going to be a very nfs underground2 inspired drift game... witch is good, really good! It has a lot of potential while
being at alpha state now. They ve got the gameplay working pretty well and I think there is a learning curve with fully upgraded
cars. I only used the S13 now. The cars also really change their handling with tuning, sadly most tuning options only affect the
hp.

I hope differential adjustment, wheel choice, stabilisators, spacers, weight distribution and reduction will be added soon. Also
the map is not really interesting or large at all. But I think the developers should focus on the mechanics for now.

The body tuning is on level of gtaV now, not quiet old nfs titles but again, there is potential... it feels more like a tech demo
now. Also the paintshemes are not fitting, low res and so on, what about importing own shemes?

After all I think if they stick to the graphics quailty they go with the cars and focus on game mechancis depth for now. Because
they are allready on a good way there and this is where they can kick EAs\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665now. They can later
create a cheesy career story, add a nice map and combine everything to freeroam. Also I wouldn't add too many cars for now,
more concentrate on the few now existing vehicles, giving them character while keeping them balanced, add options and over all
keep it compact but make it good.
Beside this: the turbo tuning is sick!. Just another shmup, but technically highend, no brainer, nice ost, smooth gameplay, alot of
options & good gfx. Works fine with 360 controller.. Dev can't even order things by size. Tried to load a save, date was shown
as "12/22/2018"...

Considering that lack of getting the basics right, the game is surprisingly ok. Lacks depth, but at least it's easy to get into. AI
isn't exactly great, and will kill themselves on environmental hazards quite often.. I'm very satisfied with this software, it have
many "things" and options to do so. for 20 Dollars It gives you plenty of options to make your game great and with all of this I'ts
still not that hard..Also, now in fall it costs only 4 dollars, so it worth it even more. Also i want to mention that I don't saw any
real bugs at all. Highly recommend. 10/10. im gay for erika. jump mechanics are no good. ie not responsive....
mabey someone will find it fun for a while. I like the locomotive, being a fan of Commuter and Intercity Passenger Services in
the Northeast but the sounds are copied and pasted from the original Kuju F7 if you want better sounds for the FL9\/AC just
download Fan Railer's Physics Mod here at {LINK
REMOVED}
http:\/\/www.mediafire.com\/download\/yq1pq7hu31dpwr5\/TS2016_DTG_New_Haven_FL9_Physics_and_Sound_Mod_Pack.
rar or if you want the updated version click on this link below
{LINK
REMOVED}
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http:\/\/www.mediafire.com\/download\/yq1pq7hu31dpwr5\/TS2016_DTG_New_Haven_FL9_Physics_and_Sound_Mod_Pack.
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Overall Rating: 9\/10. Since it's free I won't give it a bad rating for how short this is. I feel like if it was longer, the plot twist
would've had a bigger impact. Maybe it was just because I didn't read through it enough though. I'd really look forward to a
longer game with more characters and levels. I'd also love it a little more if the puzzles were a little harder. I rushed through the
entire game and it actually felt like I was being handed the key that lead to the next part of the game. Funny thing is, I
downloaded this game because I thought I would get to be a badass agent that kills traitors for my country but what I actually got
was better. But just when it got good, it ended. Overall great story, great setting, just not enough time to soak it all up. 7/10
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Everything's wrong in this game, it just ♥♥♥♥ing sucks.. Please tell me I didn't buy this.. What an anticlimax. Was a very dull
expeirence. Clearly trying to be sophisticated and stylish but the main character is not compelling enough. Also the dreadful
ending. Why on earth did they use that 'stock' girls scream?? With all the care and effort in the production they spoilt it with
that? At least make her sound like she is seriously suffering with gasp's for a quick death. Take a look at the original Alien film
for inspiration on the sounds of death. In fact take a look at Alien period on how fear should be part of the eccence of this tosh..
Played 3 minutes, couldnt write a review because you need at least 5.

AFK for 16 minutes.

This game should be renamed Regret, because this is the feeling I had after buying it.

10\/10. The writing isn't good. It's going for melancholy but it just never feels right, it lacks any kind of dramatic urgency, it's
self-indulgent. The mechanics are minimal. You walk. You press E to engage. There are no verbs here. The game wears its ideas
on its sleeves.

I would not recommend it, but it's pretty, I'll give it that.. This was definitely not worth the price. It does not add or change
anything that alters any of the gameplay. This is would have served better as content patch than DLC. Hopefully the developers
take this money and develop something worth buying and not another patch disguised as a DLC.. Release the 10 v 10 maps for
singleplayer. As an Arma\/Project Reality player small maps are extremely boring to play. Gigantic maps make me happy. Also,
I'm very disappointed this game turned down realism for balanced gameplay. The balance comes in numbers, not limiting what
units are capable of doing in real life. Please give us at least 1 realistic wargame Eugen.. Fun little dungeon crawler

Nice chunk of enemies, the deaths are fair, though I see myself going for the exp bonus every new dungeon.

All in all, give it a shot, form your own opinion on it.. Its a funny game for a small price. You cant do wrong in buying it ;)

Releasing Ellen On 15th Feb!:
We are really excited for the launch, on 15th Feb you will be able to purchase Ellen on Steam for $5.99 packed with exclusive
OST! (Limited Time) 

You will be able to buy Ellen for $5.99 only for a week! The original price of the game will be $9.99.

More details will be published soon…

Join Ellen’s Discord: https://discord.gg/nTSefXz
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ellenthegame

That’s all for now ^^
Team Red. Update #003 - Live Stream On Sunday + New Props!:
Hello Everyone,

It’s been exactly 10 days since we have been live on Game Jolt. I would like to Thank you all once again for the great feedback
and we have some really cool gameplays from youtubers that you can find in the comments section of the main page.
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In today’s devlog, we’d like to showcase some art & also announce our first live stream which will be taking place coming
Sunday!

Live Stream - Sunday - April 1st, 2018

Connect on Twitch for Live Stream https://www.twitch.tv/redmountmedia

Timings
USA - 15.00
Netherlands - 21.00

In the live stream, we will be discussing Ellen of course and also together create some new pixel art for the game.

Also if you are curious about how we have made certain thing in the game, please feel free to ask about it. We would like to
connect with all of you and make this game an amazing experience.

So who is in for the live stream? ^^

Don’t forget to follow us on twitter and share the game demo with everyone in the world.

Twitter - Ellen The Game https://twitter.com/ellenthegame

Good day ya’ll and can’t wait to meet you all in the stream,
Team Red. Ellen Teaser: The Fall - Play on Aug 13th:
Hello Guys,

We are very excited to talk about our upcoming playable teaser which has 40 min+ play time. It was a couple of months ago
after the release of the Ellen Demo that we decided to work on a playable teaser along with working on our final release of the
game.

Reason? You guys! We had a great response from the community overall on GameJolt, Steam and Itch.io. We decided to
compile a summary of the whole game and let the players enjoy the below:
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Different Environments

Taste to simple puzzles

Classic spooky elements

Introduction to some of the dark entities in the game

So you are going to play as James, you are alone in the house, you will be investigating the mysterious murder of The Smiths'
and look for Ellen.

Just 2 more days to go and now we are free to talk more about our development and share as we approach the release of our
final game.

Thank you for your amazing support! We can't wait for all the let's players to take up on it and we're also looking forward to
hear feedback from all of you so that we not only create something better than our upcoming playable teaser but finish an
AWESOME game!

Don't' forget to save about an hour this coming monday!

See ya all ^^
Team Red. Improvements, Xbox Controller & Mac Build.:
Thank you very much for downloading and playing Ellen, it's well received by the community and we are excited to read what
people have to say.

Ellen is out since a week and considering the feedback we have couple of things we'd like to highlight and address in this thread:

1. We are going to be working on the references of the puzzles make them easy for some. The puzzles are logical but tricky and
we only decide to do it so to make it bit easy for some who are happen to be spending more time.

2. We decided to map Xbox controller in the game and we are going to cover the main game-play. However for puzzles you'd
still need mouse and keyboard.

3. Get ready we are bringing Ellen on Mac!

If you have played the game already, we'd appreciate if you could leave a review on the store page. It helps everyone learn more
about the game and definitely recommends the right audience.

At any point you'd like to connect with the developers, please start a thread in the Community Hub or leave a comment below.
We'd love to hear from you!

We will post another announcement in the mid week with the progress!

Team Red. Looking forward for your feedback!:
Hello Everyone,

We are happy to have launched Ellen - Demo on Steam. We hope that you will like the demo and we are looking forward to
your valuable feedback.

Official Site[www.ellen-game.com]
Twitter

You can also email to reach us - hello@redmountmedia.com

Team Red
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